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Monodromy Structure of Solutions of Holonomic
Systems of Linear Differential Equations is
Invariant under the Deformation
of the System
By

Masaki KASHIWARA(1) and Takahiro KAWAI(2)

Inspired by some physical problems, Sato has recently proposed to
investigate the deformation of systems of (micro-) differential equations
with the emphasis on the invariance of global character of solutions.
(Sato et al. [4]) Especially, he has observed that the classical result of
Schlesinger [5] is most neatly explained from this point of view. The
purpose of this note is to show that the monodromy structure of solutions
of holonomic systems of linear differential equations is invariant under the
deformation of the system specified below (Definition 1) on the condition
that related topological structure does not change. (See Corollary 1 for
the precise statement.)
We first list up some notations used in this note.
reader to S-K-K [3] for notations not listed here.
X:

a complex maniford.

We refer the

A point in X shall be denoted by x.

7t: the projection map from T*X to X.
U:

a connected Stein open set in CN. A point in CN shall be denoted
by *=(*i, —,**)•

Xc={c}xXc:UxX for c^U. The natural injection from Xc to
UxX shall be denoted by cc. We sometimes identify Xc with X.
<l)

(2)
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S(c):

When S is a subset of UxX, S(c) stands for

{(t,x)(=S;

t = c}.
S):

the sheaf of linear differential operators of finite order defined on
X whose coefficients depend holomorphically on t^U.
xn

element P& WX)

dP

9ti

For an

stands for an operator obtained by differ-

entiating the coefficients of P.
JM:

a coherent left 3)-Module.

J/KC:

the coherent left ^)x-Module(1) obtained from JM by freezing t — c
in its coefficients.

Its characteristic variety shall be denoted by

V(c).
TCi (Z): the fundamental group of a topological space Z.
The meaning of the deformation of the system investigated here is
defined as follows.

(See Kawai [1] and Sato et al. [4].

See also Lax

[2].)
Definition 1.

A coherent left J-Module M defined on UxX-S

is said to enjoy a deformation property there if there exist a coherent
<2)tfXjrModule JM that is defined on UxX—S and a ,0-linear homomorphism H from Jjltt to <3tt so that they satisfy the following:
For any c^U,Xc — S(c) is non-characteristic with respect to M and
H induces an isomorphism from JHC into the tangential system <3ttxe-s(C)
induced

from

M

to Xc-S(c)

(S-K-K

[3] Chapter II Definition

3. 5. 4).
Our main result is the following

Theorem 1. Assume that X is compact. Assume that a coherent
left Q-Module Jtt is defined on UxX—S for a closed subset S
of UxX and enjoys the deformation property there. Assume that
<3&c is a holonomic system, i.e., V(c) CT*(X C —S(c)) is Lagrangian.
Assume finally that F=S(J {(*,x) <=UxX-S;x^n(V(t) -T$tXt)}
defines a closed analytic subset of UxX. Then, denoting by i(c) the
(1)

For the sake of simplicity of notations, we denote by 3) the sheaf of linear differential
operators of finite order. In S-K-K [3] the notation SP is used.
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natural map from iti(X— F(0)) to iCi(X—F(c)) (k|<l) and denoting
by pc the monodromy representation of 7^ (X— F (c) ) on the space Ee
of the multivalued analytic solutions of JMC, we have
(1)

Po = Pc'i(c)

for any c in U.
Remark 1. The assumption that X is compact and that F is a
closed analytic set guarantees the existence of the map i(c).
Remark 2. Since <3ttc is assumed to be a holonomic system of linear
differential equations, the solutions to J/KC, which are holomorphic outside
F(c), enjoy the finite determination property, i.e., Ec is of finite dimension.
Furthermore, as the proof of the theorem shows, 3A is also a holonomic
system of linear differential equations, and hence Ec are all isomorphic.
Proof of Theorem 1. A$mce Xc is supposed to be non-characteristic
with respect to <3A9

is a finite map. Therefore the holonomic character of Jttc = JMxe entails
that <3tt itself is holonomic. This implies that 3A is locally isomorphic
to Op** for an integer m outside F. Therefore, <*#&m(<3tt9 Ov<x) defines a locally constant sheaf on UxX—F. Furthermore, the CauchyKovalevsky theorem asserts
(2)

Note that this isomorphism is given through F. Therefore, by virtue
of (2) combined with the fact that <*4W(J$i, Ou<x) is locally constant
outside jP, we find the assertion of the theorem.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 1. ^4.5sume furthermore that

is an isomarphism.

Then the monodromy representation of solutions
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to JM (c) is independent of c.
This corollary immediately follows from Theorem 1.
Remark. Note that our results hold equally for equations with irregular singularities. In order to exemplify this fact, we present the
following example.
Let us take Pl(C) as X and {t<=C\ \t\<l} as U and let S be the
empty set. Let a be a complex number. Define JM by
2x—~2a
dx
-*JL
dx

-t
2x—-2a+l
dx

and define JM by

' t f A_/ 0 '
2^J__2a+l/\J~U,
ox

Then all the conditions posed in Theorem 1 are satisfied. It is clear
that the solutions to equation Jli (or <!M) have essential singularities in
general at x = Q, still the monodromy structure of the solutions to equation JM is invariant with respect to the parameter t.
Now that we have such a general result, we discuss one recipe due
to Sato by which we can find J%. This recipe is a natural generalization
of the recipe due to Lax [2].
For this purpose, we first consider C-linear endomorphism 0t of JM
defined on UxX—F(l=l9—,N)
that satisfy
(3)

0lPu = P0lu +

u

<7 = 1,-,AO
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for any P^£)p, any u^JMp and any p^UxX—F,

Now we choose generators uf (/=1> "*>#) of ^?
/-w,

(5)

tnat

is?

n

M-

In the sequel we denote by /^ the column vector composed of % 0*=1,
•••,#). Then we can find a matrix of linear differential operators X(l)
= (X$)i«y.*s» with X$^&
(6)

9iU, =fc=»i
±X&uh

holds.

such

that

C/ = l,'",», / = !,-, JSO

Note that 0Z does not determine Xay uniquely even after we fix

the representation (5) of 3i.
Now we define the required system 3A, by adding following equations

(7)

4rU=XiU

(1 = 1,-, N}

Oti

to the equation jii, that is, we define <3ft by
(8)

(®V

i

We now assume that any Xe is non-characteristic with respect to the
equation (8) .
Then we have the following
Theorem 2.
(9)

The system 3/1 defined by (8)

satisfies

M/ (g fo - cO J{) ^>^/ (g (ft - cO JK)

/or a/zy c= (r1? •••, CN) &U, namely, the induced system <3&Xe coincides
with JaicProof. We may assume without loss of generality that £ = 0. We
prove the theorem by the induction on N. We first discuss the case
where JV= 1. In this case, it suffices to show that the following natural
map
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(10)

is an isomorphism. Since it is clear that j is surjective, it is enough to
prove that j is injective.
We first choose a dXn matrix P<=M(d,n; S)) such that Pu = Q and
that any annihilator (Ql9 •••,Q r O of u is written as TP for some T
;W). Let w be an element of JM such that j(w)=0 in
~

~

~

tt. We choose Aj so that w is written as ]T] -A/w/ and define A as
the row vector (Al9 •••, -Aw). Then we have

(ii)
with B&M(l,d;)), R<=M(l,n; £)) and GeAf (1, w; ^)).

On the other hand, in view of condition (3), we can find a dX d
matrix Yi e M(rf, rf; ^) such that

Furthermore, by virtue of the Spath type theorem for differential operators, we can find a matrix BeAf(l, d\ S)) such that

(13)

B

for a matrix Sf=M(L9 d; &)). The same argument also applies to G.
Therefore we have

where B and G belong to M(l9d;£D) and M(l,n;£D), respectively.
Then, the uniqueness assertion in the Spath-type theorem quoted above
implies that jR /: =0. This means that Au = t1Gu belongs to tiJli. Thus
we have shown that j is injective. This completes the proof of the theorem in the case where JV=1. Next we show the theorem in the general
case. In order to simplify the notations, we discuss the case N= 2. The
argument for the general case does not require any essential change. In
order to prove the theorem in this case, we define another equation J%_
by adding only
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to <_5K, namely
(15)

M1 =(

where S^ denotes the sheaf of the linear differential operators in ti and
.r which depend holomorphically on tz. Next define 0'2 by extending
the action of 02 on <M so that
(16)

holds for any U^3H and PeiDj. Then clearly C?2 defines a section of
. Then it suffices to show that
(17)

holds for any P^S)l as an equality in ^W^J^).
is, however, a direct consequence of (4) .

The relation (17)
Q.E.D.
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